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Abstract

We give a deterministic algorithm to construct a graph with no loops (a tree or a forest) whose vertices are the po
d-dimensional stationary Poisson processS ⊂ R

d . The algorithm is independent of the origin of coordinates. We show tha
the graph has one topological end – that is, from any point there is exactly one infinite self-avoiding path; (2) the gra
unique connected component ifd = 2 andd = 3 (a tree) and it has infinitely many components ifd � 4 (a forest); (3) ind = 2
andd = 3 we construct a bijection between the points of the Poisson process andZ using the preorder-traversal algorithm.
construct the graph we interpret each point inS as a space-time point(x, r) ∈ R

d−1 × R. Then a(d − 1)-dimensional random
walk in continuous time continuous space starts at sitex at timer. The first jump of the walk is to pointx′, at timer ′ > r,
(x′, r ′) ∈ S, wherer ′ is the minimal time afterr such that|x − x′| < 1. All the walks jumping tox′ at timer ′ coalesce with the
one starting at(x′, r ′). Calling(x′, r ′)= α(x, r), the graph has vertex setS and edges{(s,α(s)), s ∈ S}. This enables us to shi
the origin ofS◦ = S ∪ {0} (the Palm version ofS) to another point in such a way that the distribution ofS◦ does not change (t
any point ifd = 2 andd = 3; point-stationarity).
 2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Nous présentons un algorithme déterministe pour construire un graphe sans boucles (un arbre ou une forêt) dont le
sont les points d’un processus de Poisson stationnaireS ⊂ R

d . L’algorithme est indépendant de l’origine des coordonné
Nous démontrons que (1) le graphe a une fin topologique – c’est à dire, que de n’importe quel point il existe exacteme
chemin sans intersections ; (2) le graphe a une seule composante connexe pourd = 2 etd = 3 (un arbre) et il a un nombre infin
de composantes pourd � 4 (une forêt) ; (3) pourd = 2 etd = 3, nous construisons une bijection entre les points du proce
de Poisson etZ en utilisant l’algorithme “preorder-traversal”.

Pour construire le graphe, nous interprétons chaque point deS comme un point spatio-temporel(x, r) ∈ R
d−1 × R. Une

marche aléatoire(d − 1)-dimensionelle en temps continu commence du sitex à l’instantr. Le premier saut de la marche e
vers le pointx′ à l’instant r ′ > r, (x′, r ′) ∈ S où r ′ est le premier instant aprèsr tel que|x − x′| < 1. Toutes les marche
qui sautent versx′ à l’instant r ′ s’unissent à la marche débutant en(x′, r ′) pour devenir une seule marche aléatoire.
(x′, r ′) = α(x, r), l’ensembleS représente les sommets du graphe et l’ensemble{(s,α(s)), s ∈ S} les arêtes. Ceci nous perm
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de translater l’origine deS◦ = S ∪ {0} (la version de Palm deS) vers un autre point de manière a ce que la distribution deS◦
reste inchangée.
 2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Let S◦ be the Palm version of a stationary Poisson processS in R
d , that is,S◦ is a random set with the sam

distribution asS ∪ {0}. In the open problem session at the Brazilian School of Probability in 2001 the third a
posed the following three problems. LetS be the support ofS andS◦ the support ofS◦.

Problem 1.1. When d > 1, is there some non-randomized way of shifting the origin ofS◦ from the point at
the origin to another pointX ∈ S◦ so that the distribution ofS◦ as seen from this point remains the same? M
precisely, is there a mapπ :S◦ → R

d \{0} such that withX = π(S◦) ∈ S◦ \{0} and, withS◦ −X = {s−X: s ∈ S◦},
S◦ −X = S◦ in distribution? (1.1)

This is clearly possible whend = 1, since then the intervals between points are i.i.d. exponential and rem
when the origin is shifted to thenth point on the right (or on the left) of the point at the origin. Whend > 1, anX sat-
isfying (1.1) – and withP(X �= 0) arbitrarily close to 1 – exists if external randomization is allowed. This is sh
by Thorisson [13,14, Chapter 9] who also proved that (1.1) holds if thepoint shiftmapθπ :S◦ → S◦ defined by

θπ(S
◦) := S◦ − π(S◦)= S◦ −X

is bijective.

Problem 1.2. Does there exist a family of mapsπn :S◦ → R \ {0} such that, definingXn := πn(S
◦), n ∈ Z, we

haveXn �=Xn′ if n �= n′ and

S◦ = {Xn: n ∈ Z} (1.2)

(that is, a labelling of all the points ofS◦) and the mapsθπn : S◦ → S◦ defined by

θπn(S
◦) := S◦ −Xn

are bijective? As we just have seen, this would imply thatS◦ −Xn = S◦, in distribution.

Problem 1.3. In the references mentioned before, Thorisson defined “point-stationarity” of a point proc
distributional invariance under bijective point-shifts “against any independent stationary background”; this c
is shown to be the characterizing property of the Palm version of any stationary point processS in R

d . A natural
question is whether “against any independent stationary background” can be removed from the definition.
words, can the definition of “point-stationarity” be reduced to distributional invariance under non-rando
bijective point-shifts?

Olle Häggström has given an example of a non-randomized bijection as in Problem 1.1: letX be the closes
point to the point at the origin if the point at the origin is also the closest point to that point; otherwiseX
be 0. But is there a strictly non-zeroX? Dana Randall and the first author proposed the following map in
same vein: in the first step “marry” each points to its closest points′ if s is the closest point tos′. Call M(S)

the set of points inS married using this procedure andM1 = M(S). The set of points married in thenth step is
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Mn =M(S \ (M1 ∪ · · · ∪Mn−1)). Every point will eventually get married, that is
⋃

nMn = S, because the Poisso
process has no descending chains, as proved by Häggström and Meester [8]; this has been observed b
and Peres [9]. In this case, the maps �→ (spouse ofs) for s = 0 is such a non-zeroX for all d .

We provide another solution to 1.1 for alld and show that the answer to 1.2 is “yes” whend = 2 andd = 3. We
give a partial response to 1.3.

We show that ind = 2 andd = 3 it is possible to join the points ofS◦ in an origin-independent way into
connected tree with finite branches. For this tree every pair of vertices have an ancestor in common a
vertex has a finite number of descendents. The resulting tree is calledPoisson tree. We order sets of sisters usin
the first spacial coordinate and associate to each vertex a semi-infinite sequence indicating the sister-ord
ancestors. Then we order these sequences lexicographically from the past to get a “unique infinite succes
of vertices. The total order so obtained corresponds to thepreorder traversalalgorithm used in computer science

Letπ0(S
◦) := 0 and inductivelyπn(S

◦) :=Xn, whereXn is the successor ofXn−1 for n� 1 and the predecess
of Xn+1 for n � 1 in the total order just described. Letθπn :S0 �→ S0−Xn. It is clear that each point is the succes
of its predecessor and more generally thenth successor of itsnth predecessor and vice versa:

π−n

(
S◦ − πn(S

◦)
) = −π−n(S

◦)

for n � 0, which impliesθ−1
πn

= θπ−n for all n. Thus, for alln ∈ Z, θπn is a bijection as required in 1.2. Notice al
thatθπn = θnπ1

thenth iteration ofθπ1. In d � 4 we construct a “forest”, infinitely many connected trees with fin
branches. Each tree can be ordered using the preorder traversal algorithm and the maps �→ (successor ofs) is a
solution to Problem 1.1 in anyd � 1.

In d = 2 (one dimension for space and the other for time) our construction is a continuous space-time an
of a discrete space-time system of coalescing random walks. Both the system of coalescing random walk
Poisson tree converge to the so called “Brownian web”, a system of one-dimensional coalescing Brownian
starting at every space-time point inR2. The random walk convergence and different properties of the web
been studied by Arratia [2,3] and Toth and Werner [15]. Ferrari, Fontes and Wu [5] show that the Poiss
converges to the Brownian web in the sense proposed by Fontes, Isopi, Newman and Ravishankar [6].

Gangopadhyay, Roy and Sarkar [7] proposed a system of coalescing random walks based on a Bernoul
measure inZ2 and show that it produces a connected tree. Their motivation is to provide a model for dr
networks; see the book of Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo [12].

A tree havingS as vertex set is theminimal spanning treeconstructed as follows. Choose arbitrarily an init
point s ∈ S. Let (Vn,En) be the set of vertices and edges chosen up to thenth iteration;(V0,E0) = ({s},∅). The
(n + 1)th point sn+1 is the point in the complement ofVn that is closest toVn. The (n + 1)th edge is the pai
(s′, sn+1), s′ ∈ Vn realizing the distance betweenVn andsn+1. Alexander [1] proved that ind = 2 the construction
is independent of the initial point, thatVn → S and that the resulting tree has all branches finite. In this termino
the tree has one topological end – from each point there is only one infinite self-avoiding path. It is believ
for d � 8 this tree has a unique connected component; Newman and Stein [10,11].

In Section 2 we relate trees and succession lines. In Section 3 we construct the Poisson tree and sta
d = 2 andd = 3 the tree is connected and has finite branches (Theorem 3.1). In Section 4 we introduce a g
construction of a system of coalescing random walks, associate it to the tree and prove Theorem 4.3 – fro
Theorem 3.1 follows. In that section we also show that the system of coalescing random walks is ergo
converges exponentially fast to the unique invariant measure. In Section 5 we give a limited reply to Prob
In Section 6 we make some final remarks and state related open problems.

2. Trees and succession lines

Let T be an oriented graph with no loops (a tree or a forest) such that each vertexs of T is the startpoint of
exactly one outgoing edge and the endpoint of either none or a finite number of ingoing edges. The end
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the outgoing edge is called themotherof s, while the startpoints of the ingoing edges are thedaughtersof s. If
two vertices are daughters of the same vertex, they aresistersof each other. We order groups of sisters accord
with some spacial property like first coordinate, distance to the mother, etc.; we denotes < s′ and say thats is
older thans′ in the adopted order. This order is not necessarily coherent with the partial order induced
ancestor-descendent relation.

Call α(s,T ) the mother ofs. Let α0(s,T ) = s, and iteratively, forn � 1, αn(s,T )= α(αn−1(s,T ),T ) thenth
ancestor ofs. Let

D1(s,T ) := {
s′ ∈ S: α(s′,T )= s

}
,

Dn(s,T ) := {
s′ ∈ S: α(s′,T ) ∈ Dn−1(s,T )

}
,

D(s,T ) :=
⋃
n�0

Dn(s,T ) (2.1)

be respectively the first generation, thenth generation and the set of all descendents ofs; we callD(s,T ) thebranch
of s and say thatT has finite branches ifD(s,T ) is finite for all s. We say that two verticess ands′ areconnected
if they have an ancestor in common: there exist nonnegative integersn andm such thatαn(s,T )= αm(s′,T ). This
defines an equivalence relation inS; the equivalence classes are calledconnected components.

Let T be a connected tree with finite branches. Letσ(s)= 1 if s is the eldest among her sisters,σ(s) = 2 if s is
the second sister, and so on. We associate to each vertexs the sequence of relative sister-order of its ancestors
σi(s) := σ(αi(s)), i � 0. If s′′ = αi(s) = αj (s′) is the closest common ancestor ofs ands′, for nonnegativei, j ,
then they can be lexicographically ordered using the non-common part of the sequences: we say thats precedes
s′ if (σi(s), σi−1(s), . . . , σ1(s), σ0(s)) is lexicographically before(σj (s′), σj−1(s

′), . . . , σ1(s
′), σ0(s

′)). That is, if
σi−1(s) < σj−1(s

′), with the conventionσ−1(s) = 0.
Fors ∈ T , define thesuccessorof s ass′ ∈ T if s precedess′ and there is no vertex preceded bys and preceding

s′. Converselys is thepredecessorof s′ if and only if s′ is the successor ofs.
The successor of a vertex can be found using the following algorithm. If the vertex has a daughter, cho

eldest daughter. If it does not have a daughter but has a younger sister, choose the eldest among its youn
If it does not have a daughter and not a younger sister, move up the tree until you hit the first point tha
younger sister and choose the eldest among its younger sisters. This requires that every vertex has an anc
a younger sister.

The predecessor vertex can be found with this algorithm. If the vertex has an elder sister, choose the
among her elder sisters and then move from her down the tree choosing the youngest daughter in each
you come to a point with no daughter; this will be the predecessor. This requires that the branch of the m
each individual is finite.

We say that there is asuccession linefrom s to s′ if there exists a finite sequence of verticess = s0, . . . , sk = s′
such thats�−1 is successor ofs� for �= 1, . . . , k. We say that the tree has aninfinite succession lineif every vertex
has a predecessor and a successor and that it has aunique infinite succession lineif furthermore for every couple
of verticess, s′ there is a succession line either froms to s′ or from s′ to s. The following lemma follows from the
definitions.

Lemma 2.1. If T = (S,E) has a unique infinite succession line, then the mapπ(s,T ) = s′, the successor ofS and
π−1(s′,T ) = s, the predecessor ofs′ are well defined(i.e., both the successor and predecessor algorithms fi
vertex) and one is the inverse of the other. Furthermore, for alls ∈ S, S = {πn(s,T ): n ∈ Z}.

The following lemma gives an equivalent condition.

Lemma 2.2. A treeT has a unique connected component, finite branches and every vertex has a mother
ancestor with a younger sister if and only ifT has a unique infinite succession line.
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Proof. Since every vertexs′ has a mother and all branches are finite, the predecessor ofs′ is one of the vertices
of the branch of her mother and can be found in a finite number of steps. The condition that every vertes has
an ancestor with a younger sister guarantees the existence of the successor ofs that can also be found in a finit
number of steps. Since the tree is connected, two arbitrary verticess ands′ have an ancestor in common, says′′.
The branch ofs′′ is finite, by hypothesis; say it hasn vertices. Calls′′

0 = s′′, s′′
k the successor ofs′′

k−1, k = 1, . . . , n.
Then the branch ofs′′ is the same as{s′′

0, . . . , s
′′
n }. In particular it containss ands′ and a succession line either fro

s to s′ or from s′ to s. The converse statement is immediate.✷

3. Poisson tree

Let d � 2 andS be a locally finite configuration of points inRd . For eachs = (s1, . . . , sd ) ∈ R
d call its firstd−1

coordinatesx(s) = (s1, . . . , sd−1) ∈ R
d−1 and the remaining coordinater(s) = sd . In this ways = (x(s), r(s));

x(s) is interpreted as thespace coordinateandr(s) thetime coordinateof s.
For eachx ∈ R

d−1 let B(x) = {x ′ ∈ R
d−1; |x ′ − x| � 1} be the(d − 1)-dimensional Euclidean ball of radiu

1 centered atx. For each(x, r) ∈ S call {(x ′, r): x ′ ∈ B(x)} (the (d − 1)-dimensional disk centered at(x, r)
perpendicular to thed th axis) theobstacleassociated to(x, r). The set of obstacles is given by

O(S) =
⋃

(x,r)∈S

{
(x ′, r): x ′ ∈ B(x)

}
.

Think that each point(x, r) ∈ S emits a laser ray in the positived th coordinate that is stopped by the obstac
The first obstacle hit by the ray of(x, r) has second coordinate

τ
(
(x, r), S

) := inf
{
t > r: (x, t)∩O(S) �= ∅}

(3.1)

with center

α
(
(x, r), S

) := (x ′, r ′) ∈ S if τ (s, S) = r ′ (3.2)

which is called themotherof (x, r). Reciprocally,s is adaughterof α(s, S). The above objects are well defin
for S if τ (s, S) <∞ for all s ∈ S and if no point has two mothers. In this case letT (S) = (S,E(S)) be the random
directed graph with verticesS and edgesE(S) = {(s,α(s, S)): s ∈ S}. This graph has no loops, hence it is
oriented tree. Notice thatα(s, S) coincides withα(s,T (S)), in the notation of the previous section.

Theorem 3.1. Let S be the realization of a homogeneousd-dimensional Poisson process andS◦ its Palm version.
Then, forT = T (S) andT = T (S◦) it holdsS-a.s. andS◦-a.s.:

(a) T is well defined.
(b) In d = 2,3, T has a unique connected component.
(c) In d � 4, T has infinitely many connected components.
(d) All branches ofT are finite.
(e) Every vertex has a mother.
(f) Using the order of the first coordinate inRd , each vertex has an ancestor with a younger sister.

Items (b) and (d) to (f) are necessary to construct the mapsπn of Problem 1.2. To prove (a) it suffices to see t
for almost all realizations ofS andS◦, (3.2) has a unique solution; that is, each point has a unique mother. T
clear for a Poisson process and its Palm version. The proofs of (b) to (e) are based on a particle systemR

d−1

studied in next section; they are direct consequences of Theorem 4.3.
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4. Coalescing random walks

Let S be a point configuration satisfying that every point has exactly one mother. Writeα(s) instead ofα(s, S)
and recall the notation introduced in Section 2. Fors ∈ R

d , let

τn(s) := r
(
αn(s)

); (4.1)

that is,τn(s) is the time coordinate of thenth ancestor ofs. For each(x, r) ∈ R
d−1 × R let X(x,r)

r = x and for
t � r,

X
(x,r)
t = x

(
αn(x, r)

)
, for t ∈ [

τn(x, r), τn+1(x, r)
)
, n � 0. (4.2)

That is,X(x,r)
t starts atx at timer and remains still betweenτn−1(x, r) andτn(x, r), when it jumps tox(αn(s)),

the center of thenth obstacle it meets. In other words,τn(x, r) is the instant of thenth jump of the point that a
time r was at positionx. The family

X (S) := {(
X

(x,r)
t : t � r

)
: (x, r) ∈ S

}
(4.3)

is a deterministic function ofS.
Let S be a point configuration of a homogeneous Poisson process of rateλ. Then (4.3) is a family of random

processes in the probability space whereS is defined; its law corresponds to a system of coalescing random w
with births, whose marginal distribution is described by “each random walk waits an exponentially distr
random time of mean(Vd−1λ)

−1 after which it chooses a point uniformly inB(x), the (d − 1)-dimensional
Euclidean ball of radius one centered atx, and jumps to it”. HereVd stands for the volume of thed-dimensional
ball of radius one. Particles are created at a Poisson rateλ and the interaction appears when two walks are loc
at pointsx andy, |x − y| < 2 and a Poisson event appears inB(x) ∩ B(y); in this case both walks jump to th
same point and coalesce. Disregarding the label of the particles, fort ∈ R, let

ηt = {
X

(x,r)
t : (x, r) ∈ S, r � t

}
.

Hereηt is a discrete subset ofRd−1. The process starting from a fixed configurationη ⊂ R
d−1 at fixed timet ′ is

defined by:

η
η,t ′
t = {

X
(x,r)
t : (x, r) ∈ S, t ′ � r � t or x ∈ η, r = t ′

}
for t � t ′. That is, ignore the starting points with second coordinate less thant ′ and include the points with firs
coordinate inη and second coordinate equal tot ′.

Proposition 4.1. LetS be a stationary Poisson process. The process(η
η,t ′
t : t � t ′) is Markov with generator define

by

Lf (η)= λ

∫
Rd−1

[
f

(
η \B(u) ∪ {u}) − f (η)

]
du,

for functionsf :Sd−1 → R depending on bounded regions, whereSd−1 is the set of locally finite labele
configurations ofRd−1. Furthermore,ηt is a stationary version of the unique stationary process with generatoL.
In particular, the marginal distribution ofηt for any givent is the unique invariant measure for the generatorL.

Proof. The independence properties of the Poisson processS imply that for any initial configurationη, the process

(η
η,t ′
t , t � t ′) is Markov and has generatorL.
To show that the process is well defined starting at time−∞ we show first that the configuration in finite se

depends only on a finite number of points ofS. LetΛ be a subset ofRd−1 with finite Lebesgue measure. The id
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is to prove that for almost all configurationS, ηt ∩ Λ depends only on a finite (but random) subsetSΛ,t of S. To
get the setSΛ,t one first translates the setΛ backwards in time hitting points(x, r). Each time a point(x, r) is
hit, Λ is updated toΛ \ B(x) and(x, r) is included inSΛ,t . The procedure stops whenΛ is updated to the empt
set. Then for each point(x, r) already inSΛ,t include also all its ancestors with second coordinate less tht :
(xi, ri )= αi(x, r) with ri � t . We leave to the reader to show thatηt ∩Λ depends only onSΛ,t .

For each finite measure setΛ, SΛ,t has a finite number of points with probability one. This shows that for

fixed t , ast ′ → −∞ the variableηη,t
′

t ∩ Λ converges almost surely to a random variableηt ∩Λ. Since the law of
ηt ∩Λ does not depend ont , it is invariant for the process.✷

It follows from this construction that the process converges exponentially fast to equilibrium:

Corollary 4.2. Denote by{Pt : t � 0} the semigroup associated to the generatorL. For every bounded functio
f :Sd−1 → R with finite support, there exists a finite constantC(f ) such that∥∥Ptf −E[f ]∥∥∞ � C(f )e−Cdλt

for everyt � 0 and some finite constantCd depending only on the dimension. In this formulaE[·] stands for the
expectation with respect to the stationary state.

Proof. Fix two configurationsη, ξ and a finite cubeΛ. For t � 0, denote byaΛt all pointsx in Λ such that(x, r)
belongs toS for some 0� r � t and denote byAΛ

t the union of all(d − 1)-dimensional balls of radius one wit
center inaΛt :

aΛt =
⋃{

x: (x, r) ∈ S for some 0� r � t
}
,

AΛ
t =

⋃
x∈aΛt

B(x).

For a configurationζ , denote byηζt the state at timet of the process which starts fromζ . By construction
η
η
t ∩Λ = η

ξ
t ∩Λ if AΛ

t containsΛ.
Divide the cubeΛ in small cubes, in such a way that if each small cube contains a point inaΛt thenAΛ

t contains
Λ. Denote these cubes by{Ei: 1 � i � M} and notice that the numberM of them is equal toC|Λ| for some
constantC depending only on the dimension. In view of the two previous observations,

P
[
η
η
t ∩Λ �= η

ξ
t ∩Λ

]
� P

[
Λ �⊂AΛ

t

]
� P

[
M⋃
i=1

Ωi(t)

]
,

whereΩi(t) is the event that the cubeEi does not contain points inaΛt . Since a point appears in a setA at rate
λ|A|, P [Ωi(t)] � exp{−λ|Ei|t} so that

P
[
η
η
t ∩Λ �= η

ξ
t ∩Λ

]
� C1|Λ|e−C2λt

for two finite constants depending only on the dimension becauseM = C(d)|Λ| and|Ei | = C(d).
To conclude the proof, it remains to consider a bounded functionf with finite support. Denote byΛ a cube

which contains its support.‖Pt (f )−E[f ]‖∞ is bounded by

sup
η,ξ

E
[∣∣f (

η
η
t

) − E
[
f

(
η
ξ
t

)]∣∣] � 2‖f ‖∞P
[
η
η
t ∩Λ �= η

ξ
t ∩Λ

]
,

which concludes the proof of the lemma.✷
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Theorem 4.3. Let S be the realization of a homogeneousd-dimensional Poisson process andS◦ its Palm version.
Then, forX =X (S) andX =X (S◦) it holdsS-a.s. andS◦-a.s.:

(a) X is well defined.
(b) In d = 2,3, every couple of walkersXx,r

t , Xx ′,r ′
t in X will eventually meet.

(c) In d � 4, there are infinitely many walkers inX that do not meet.
(d) Each walker alive at timet was born at a finite time beforet .
(e) Every walk will eventually jump.
(f) Every walk will eventually coalesce with a younger walk(in the order of the first coordinate at coalescen

time).

Proof. (a) and (e) follow from the properties of the Poisson process: Each walk will eventually hit a unique o
and jump to it.

By symmetry each walkX(x,r)
t is a martingale: LettingFt be theσ -algebra generated by{s ∈ S: sd � t},

E
(
X

(x,r)

t ′ |Ft

) =X
(x,r)
t , t ′ � t � r.

(b) In d = 2, for x ′ < x, the difference walkDt :=X
(x,r)
t −X

(x ′,r ′)
t ∈ R, t � max{r, r ′} is a positive martingale

To check it is enough to show that∂tE(Dt |X(x,r)
t = a,X

(x ′,r ′)
t = b) = 0, which follows from an elementar

computation divided in two cases:a < b − 1< a + 1< b anda + 1< b − 1. HenceDt it is recurrent in the sens
thatDt < 1/2 will occur for an infinite number of timest . Since each timeDt < 1 there is a positive probabilit
thatDt+1 = 0, and 0 is an absorbing point forDt , this implies that(x, r) and(x ′, r ′) have an ancestor in commo
Since this follows for all points, there is only one tree ind = 2.

For d = 3, let Yt and Y ′
t be two (d − 1)-dimensional independent random walks with the same marg

distribution asXt = X
(x,r)
t andX′

t = X
(x ′,r ′)
t respectively. Without loss of generality we can assumet � 0. The

generatorL of the process(Yt , Y ′
t ) is given by

(Lf )(y, y ′)= λ

∫
B(y)

[
f (z, y ′)− f (y, y ′)

]
dz+ λ

∫
B(y ′)

[
f (y, z)− f (y, y ′)

]
dz.

Since in dimension 2, log|z| is a harmonic function,L log|y − y ′| = 0 so that log|Yt − Y ′
t | is a local martingale

This observation and standard arguments involving the hitting time of two balls centered at the origin and o
R < |y − y ′|<R permits to show thatYt − Y ′

t is recurrent.
Assume|X0−X′

0|> 2 and couple((Xt ,X
′
t ), (Yt , Y

′
t )) up to the first timeT such that|Yt −Y ′

t |< 2; for t ∈ [0, T ]
we haveXt = Yt andX′

t = Y ′
t . Then wait up to the first timeT ′ > T such that eitherXT ′ =X′

T ′ or |XT ′ −X′
T ′ |> 2.

Since there is a positive probability thatXT ′ = X′
T ′ and the recurrence ofYt − Y ′

t guarantees the existence
infinitely many attempts,Xt = X′

t eventually with probability one.
(c) For d � 4, consider the process(Yt , Y ′

t ) defined in (b). By similar reasons to the ones presented in
|Yt − Y ′

t |2−d is a local martingale. This observation and standard arguments involving the hitting time of tw
centered at the origin and of radiusR < |y − y ′|<R permits to show that the processYt − Y ′

t is transient.
Fix R > 2 and proceed as in the proof of (a) and couple the independent and the interacting walks in suc

that they coincide if the distance is bigger than two. Hence, for initial pointsy, y ′ with |y − y ′|> 2 we get

P
(∣∣Xy,0

t −X
y ′,0
t

∣∣ = 0 for somet � 0
)
� P

(∣∣Xy,0
t −X

y ′,0
t

∣∣ < 2 for somet � 0
)

� P
(∣∣Y y,0

t − Y
y ′,0
t

∣∣< 2 for somet � 0
)

� Rd−2

′ d−2 ·
|y − y |
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Last inequality is obtained from the fact that|Yt − Y ′
t |2−d is a local martingale and standard estimates involv

hitting times of balls centered at the origin. FixR > 2,n � 2, ε > 0 andg(n, d, ε,R ), to be defined later. Since fo
the Poisson process we can always choose a point exterior to any bounded region, choosex1, . . . , xn ∈ η0 iteratively
from η0, a configuration picked from the invariant measure for the coalescing random walks, in the followin
Pick x1 arbitrary,xi at distance bigger thang of thei − 1 points chosen before,i = 1, . . . , n. Then

P(there are less thann walkers that do not meet)

� P
(∃i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with

∣∣Xxi,0
t −X

xj ,0
t

∣∣ = 0 for somet � 0
)

�
∑
i,j

P
(∣∣Xxi,0

t −X
xj ,0
t

∣∣ = 0 for somet � 0
)

� n(n− 1)

2

Rd−2

|g(n, d, ε,R )|d−2 � ε

for a sufficiently largeg(n, d, ε,R ). Hence

P(there are a finite number of walkers that do not meet)= 0.

(d) Let ξrt ⊂ ηt be the set of points ofηt with branches going up to timer < t . Obviouslyξrt is a decreasing se
in r: ξrt ⊂ ξr

′
t for r � r ′ � t . Hence the setξt = limr→−∞ ξrt is well defined and describes the set of points hav

infinite branches backwards in time. By construction the law ofξt does not depend ont and it is stochastically
bounded by the law ofηt . The processξt is stationary by construction and Markovian with generator

Lof (ξ) = λ

∫
Rd−1

[
f

({
ξ \B(u)} ∪ {u}) − f (ξ)

]
1
{
ξ ∩B(u) �= ∅}

du,

for functionsf :Sd−1 → R depending on bounded regions. It describes the motion of coalescing random
(without births).

We want to show thatξt = ∅ with probability one:P(ξt = ∅)= 1 for all t in R.
Assume by contradiction thatP(|ξt | � 1) > 0, where|ξ | stands for the total number of particles inξ . We claim

thatP(|ξt | = 1)+ P(ξt = ∅) < 1. Indeed, ifP(|ξt | = 1)+ P(ξt = ∅)= 1, for any finite setA, and anyt ∈ R, t ′ � 0,

P(ξt+t ′ ∩A = ∅)= P(ξt = ∅)+ P
(
ξt+t ′ ∩A = ∅ | |ξt | = 1

)
P
(|ξt | = 1

)
.

If |ξt | = 1, for t ′ � 0,ξt+t ′ is a symmetric random walk onRd−1. In particular,P(ξt+t ′ ∩A = ∅ | |ξt | = 1) converges
to 1 ast ′ ↑ ∞. Hence, by stationarity,

P(ξt ∩A = ∅)= P(ξt = ∅)+ P
(|ξt | = 1

) = 1

for all setsA. LettingA ↑ R
d−1, we obtain thatP(ξt = ∅)= 1 in contradiction with the first assumption.

We just proved thatP(|ξt | = 1)+ P(ξt = ∅) < 1 so thatP(|ξt | � 2) > 0. In particular, there exists a bounded
A such thatP(|A∩ ξt | � 2) > 0.

Let Λ be a(d − 1)-dimensional cubic box centered at the origin. Letβt = E(|ξt ∩ Λ|). By invariance of the
construction ofξt , βt does not depend ont . On the other hand,βt grows at most at rate

λ|δΛ| = λO
(|Λ|(d−2)/(d−1))

corresponding to the entrance of infinite branches through the boundary ofΛ. This happens at rateλ times the
volume of the set of points inΛ being at distance less than one from some point outsideΛ; this volume is of the
order|Λ|(d−2)/(d−1).

On the other hand,βt decreases at least at rate

λ

∫
P
(
B(u) ∩ ξt � 2

)
du= λP

(
B(0)∩ ξt � 2

)|Λ|,

Λ
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where we recallB(u) is the(d−1)-euclidean ball of radius 1 centered atu. The identity follows from the translatio
invariance ofξt . We showed above that there exists a bounded setA such thatP(|A∩ ξt | � 2) > 0. Since in a finite
amount of time one can find Poisson points(x, r) taking the (at least) two points inA at distance less than on
P(B(u) ∩ ξt � 2) > 0. Therefore,βt decreases at least by a constant timesλ|Λ|. We conclude that

d

dt
βt = O

(|Λ|(d−2)/(d−1)) − O
(|Λ|) < 0

for sufficiently largeΛ. This is in contradiction with the time independence ofβt and shows thatP(ξt �= ∅)= 0.
(f) For almost every point configurationS, two different points inS have all coordinates different. Hence they

distinctly ordered by the first coordinate. We want to show that every walk will eventually coalesce with a y
walk at coalescence time. Recall thatτn(x, r) are the jump times of the walkXx,r

t . Let Kn be the intersection o
the following events:

• Betweenτn andτn + 1,Xx,r
t does not jump.

• Betweenτn andτn + 1 a new walk is born at distance bigger than one and less than two ofX
x,r
t , call it Xx ′,r ′

t ;

|x ′ −X
x,r ′
t | ∈ (1,2), r ′ ∈ [τn, τn + 1).

• Betweenτn + 1 andτn + 2 both walks coalesce.

τn is a hitting time: the event{τn � t} is Ft measurable, i.e. it depends only on the points of the past oft . The
above event depends on points in a finite region in the future ofτn. It has positive probability and given that it h
occurred, the probability thatx ′ � X

x,r ′
t andx ′ � X

x,r ′
t are equal. In the second caseXx,r

t has coalesced with
younger walk. Sinceτn is a Poisson process, we can make infinitely many independent attempts, each with p
probability of success. Hence with probability one each walk will coalesce with a younger walk.✷

Notice that our proof of (f) uses the independence of disjoint regions of the Poisson process and the fa
success is attained after a geometric number of independent attempts. Another possibility would be to us
theoryà la Burton and Keane [4]; see also Holroyd and Peres [9].

5. On point-stationarity

In this section we shall briefly consider Problem 1.3 from the introduction.
Let S◦ be a point process inRd with a point at the origin, 0∈ S◦. According to Thorisson [13,14, Chapter 9

S◦ is point-stationaryif for any shift-measurable stationary random fieldY = (Yu: u ∈ R
d), which is independen

of S◦, it holds that

S◦ − π(S◦, Y )= S◦ in distribution,

whereπ is such that the associated point-shift is a bijection. It is further shown thatS◦ is point-stationary if and
only if, for all u ∈ R

d ,

E
[
f (u+ S◦ −U)|C◦|] =E

[
f (S◦ −U)|C◦|], (5.1)

whereC◦ is the Voronoi cell of the point at the origin and, conditionally onS◦, U is uniformly distributed onC◦.
In particular whenE[|C◦|] <∞, this means that the reversed Palm versionS of S◦ is stationary,

S − u= S, in distribution foru ∈ R
d .

We shall now show that if there exist non-randomizedbijective point shifts like those constructed in the intro
for the Poisson process in the casesd = 2 and 3, then point-stationarity reduces to invariance under those
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Theorem 5.1. Let S◦ be a point process inRd . Letπn, n ∈ Z, be point maps andθπn the associated point shifts
Suppose that

π−nθπn = −πn, (5.2)

that the pointsXn = πn(S
◦), n ∈ Z, are all distinct, and thatS◦ = {Xn: n ∈ Z} a.s. If

S◦ −Xn = S◦, in distribution forn ∈ Z, (5.3)

thenS◦ is point-stationary.

Proof. Let Cn be the Voronoi cell ofXn. Due to (5.2) and (5.3),∫
(u+C◦)∩Cn

f (s + S◦) ds =
∫

(u+C−n)∩C0

f (s + S◦) ds

in distribution. Take expectations and sum overn to obtain

E

[ ∫
u+C◦

f (s + S◦) ds
]

= E

[ ∫
C◦

f (s + S◦) ds
]
.

This is a reformulation of (5.1) which is equivalent to point-stationarity, and the proof is complete.✷

6. Final remarks and open problems

We have deterministically constructed connected trees with a unique infinite succession line having as
the points of a homogeneous Poisson process in dimensionsd = 2 andd = 3. This naturally poses the followin
problems.

(a) Construct an infinite succession line for a Poisson process in dimensiond � 4. Due to Theorem 5.1, this woul
in particular solve Problem 1.2.

(b) Construct an infinite succession line independent of the choice of a direction. The minimal spann
construction has this property, but it is still to be proven that it possesses a unique infinite succession
the other hand the minimal spanning tree has been proven to be connected only in dimension 2.

Holroyd an Peres [9] have solved (a) and (b) in all dimensions by constructing a connected tree wit
branches having as vertices the points of the Poisson process in a translation and rotationally invariant wa

A challenging problem is to give sufficient conditions for an ergodic translation invariant point process
dimension to be ordered in a deterministic way in a unique infinite succession line. This would be an im
step towards solving Problem 1.3.

The infinite succession line ind = 2 corresponds to the “random maze” introduced in the Fig. 2 of Tóth
Werner [15]. Propositions 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 of that paper together with the convergence of th
the Brownian web imply that the infinite succession line converges to a random line that totally order th
dimensional real numbers.
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